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Figure 1
Mica samples (Source: 
Central Archives of the 
State, Rome, Italy, January 
2017)
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Roberta Biasillo

(Under) Grounding Italian Colonialism: Practices of Historical Dis-
placement

At the time, my research was nothing more than a vague idea in my mind, an idea 

of a new exploration into an unknown territory. I was about to start outlining a 

project on the environmental history of Italian colonialism in Africa, and I did what 

historians are supposed to do—namely, read books and papers and review archival 

sources. I remember enjoying this sense of cloudiness and nebulosity, the fascina-

tion of an aerial picture crystallizing every now and then in tentative titles and 

unstructured paragraphs.

I spent days browsing folders and documents under the impression of knowing ex-

@BSKXÚVG@SÚ(ÚV@RÚRD@QBGHMFÚENQÚHMÚ@LNMFRSÚSGDÚE@RBHRSÚ@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÚÅKDRÚ MCÚSGDÚ

less you know, the more you think you are right. I thought I was scanning the right 

collection, yet I was merely passing from one folder to another, getting lost while 

deeming to be perfectly on track. Several times, I believed I had found what I was 

after: maps of city plans, cottage house plans, names of agrarian technicians, Mus-

solini’s face carved into African rocks, op-ed pieces celebrating farming achieve-

ments, travel reports, inquiries on resources by company rapporteurs, and descrip-

tions of the royal train crossing the empire. All these relics and the environments 

they capture have migrated into papers, traveled back and forth from Italy to North 

and East Africa, survived across times, passed from one person to another, and been 

translated into different media.

While I was literally exploring corridors of boxes and digging through papers of 

U@QHNTRÚVDHFGSRÚ@MCÚENQL@SR�Ú(ÚB@LDÚ@BQNRRÚRNLDSGHMFÚCHEEDQDMS�ÚÅM@KKXÚRNLDSGHMFÚ

LNQDÚRNKHCÚ@MCÚVDHFGSXÚHMÚSGDÚLHCRSÚNEÚKHFGSMDRRÚ@MCÚÆDWHAHKHSXÚ(ÚENTMCÚ@MÚTMNODMDCÚ

DMUDKNOD�Ú@MCÚRTCCDMKXÚ(ÚV@RÚSGDÚNMDÚSNÚADÚAQD@JHMFÚHSRÚV@WÚRD@KÚENQÚSGDÚÅQRSÚ@MCÚ

NMKXÚSHLDÚ(ÚV@RÚDWODQHDMBHMFÚNMDÚNEÚSGDÚSXOHB@KÚINXRÚNEÚ@ÚGHRSNQH@M�ÚADHMFÚSGDÚÅQRSÚ

person to “discover” something.1 Such discoveries are gifts from the past that col-

lapse the distinction between temporalities. The envelope was an attachment to a 

document sent in January 1938 from Ethiopia to Italy from a company employee 

to the Italian Ministry of Colonies containing transparent disks of something in-
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between plastic and glass. I had no idea what I was touching.

Academia is a wordy place, and even in this case it was words that helped me. A 

label attached to the disks read: “MICA. Societá Anonima per le Industrie Estrattive 

in A.O.I., Milano.” These were mineral samples extracted from the underground of 

Italian East Africa by a private company that had a concession from the state. Still, I 

was not able to read what I was holding, so I googled “mica” and found the passage 

summarized below.2 

Micas

Their perfect cleavage into thin elastic sheets is probably the most widely recog-

nized characteristic of the micas, with their cleavages being a manifestation of 

their sheet structure. Distinct crystals of the micas occur in a few rocks, but when 

they occur in large crystals, they are often called books. When micas occur as ir-

QDFTK@QÚS@ATK@QÚL@RRDRÚNQÚSGHMÚOK@SDRÚ�Æ@JDR	�Ú SGDXÚ@OOD@Q�Ú HMÚRNLDÚHMRS@MBDR�Ú@RÚ

pages. Flexibility and elasticity, infusibility, low thermal and electrical conductivity, 

and high dielectric power allow micas to serve as electrical condensers, insulation 

sheets between commutator segments, or in heating elements. Sheets of particular 

thicknesses are used in optical instruments. Ground mica is used in many applica-

tions, including as a dusting medium to prevent asphalt tiles sticking to one another, 

@RÚ@ÚÅKKDQ�Ú@MÚ@ARNQADMS�Ú@MCÚ@RÚ@ÚKTAQHB@MSÚ(SÚHRÚ@KRNÚTRDCÚHMÚSGDÚL@MTE@BSTQHMFÚNEÚ

wallpaper to provide a glittery luster.

To cut a long story short, I was in the archives with pages of rock asking to be read, 

and I felt as though I was dipping into underground Africa. Besides the experience of 

GHRSNQHB@KÚCHROK@BDLDMS�ÚSGDÚÅMCHMFÚGHMSDCÚ@SÚRNLDSGHMFÚETQSGDQÚ(MÚLXÚM@HUDÚUHRHNMÚNEÚ

colonial appropriation, precious metals shaped unequal exchanges. I had never heard 

of micas before, which are neither gold, silver, platinum, nor palladium, so why extract 

them? Micas are one of the innumerous resources that Italians dug out of the colonies, 

with metropolitan chemical industries and fascist modernity relying on a huge array 

of minerals from Africa for their development. Colonialists took everything they could, 

regardless of its value.

2 Encyclopaedia Britannica	ÛO
R
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This material encounter was the missing link I was searching for in amongst the fascist 

@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÚÅKDRÚ3GDÚDMUHQNMLDMSÚNEÚLXÚGHRSNQXÚ K@XÚ HMÚSGDÚUDQXÚL@SDQH@KÚ SQ@BDRÚ(Ú

found in the unopened envelope, which contained the scramble for resources, records 

of modernity, competition between empires, and dreams of prestige and wealth.

Archives of the National Institute of Social Security, Rome, Italy, June 2018

(MÚSGDÚENKKNVHMFÚLNMSGR�Ú@QBGHU@KÚÅMCHMFRÚGDKODCÚLDÚQDÅMDÚLXÚQDRD@QBG�ÚLDQFHMFÚODQ-

sonal and historical pasts to perceive the present. In 2018, I visited the archives of the 

Italian Agricultural Colonial Institute in Florence where documents were arranged by 

plants and places, available for consultation in the historical headquarters of the insti-

tute. A fascist building with fascist façades, fascist plant and seed samples on exhibit 

along the hallways, with fascist desks to study at, and a tropical garden in the inner 

courtyard. During the same year, I had the opportunity to work as a guest researcher 

at the National Institute of Social Security in Rome. In its archives, traces of environ-

LDMS@KÚÆNVRnGTL@MR�Ú@MHL@KR�ÚOK@MSR�ÚBNMBQDSD�ÚDMDQFX�ÚLNMDX�ÚMHSQNFDM�ÚV@SDQ�Ú@MCÚ

boats—literally unfolded in front of me. Thanks to these collections, the Italo-Libyan 

environment became a synonym for agriculture, and my research idea crystallized into 

a plant-based table of contents with a focus on select plants.

,XÚDMBNTMSDQRÚVHSGÚOGNSNFQ@OGRÚNEÚ E@QLHMFÚRBDMDRÚBNMÅQLDCÚ SG@SÚ (Ú BNTKCÚVDKKÚADÚ

following a fruitful path. Looking at photographs taken in a private plant nursery in 

‘Aziziya, a small town in northwestern Libya sometimes described as one of the hottest 

places in the world, I noticed different soils. The agricultural colonial company “De 

Micheli” took and sent these images in 1940 with the purpose of selling hundreds of 

olive trees to the National Institute of Social Security, which at the time was carrying 

out agricultural colonial enterprises in Libya as a means of tackling unemployment in 

rural Italy. Soil was not the lead character in these photographs, yet it captured my 

interest: The sight of the soil triggered memories about my past and displaced me into 

two very different settings…
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3GDÚRNHKÚHMÚSGHRÚÅQRSÚOGNSNFQ@OGÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú

brought me back to the 2018 Swedish 

heatwave and drought, with the May 

and July of that year recording their 

warmest ever temperatures. 

A few years ago, I started spending 

time in Sweden, including during the 

spring and summer months. The ge-

ography is so different to that of Italy, 

and I experienced several physical 

epiphanies while I was there. I have 

never before felt soil so loose, dry, 

dusty, and atomic. During the drier 

months, I noticed it right throughout 

the house, covering my shoes when 

I went out for a walk, and layered 

across the grass in the garden. It was 

light but created a thick and consis-

tent layer. It disassembled itself from 

SGDÚFQNTMC�ÚÆXHMFÚ@QNTMCÚ@MCÚCDONRHSHMFÚHSRDKEÚDUDQXVGDQDÚ(ÚG@UDÚFDMDQ@KKXÚ@RRNBH-

ated this volatile characteristic of the soil with hot climates and countries with sandy 

K@MCRB@ODRÚ@MCÚGD@UXÚ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÚOQ@BSHBDRÚ8DSÚSGDQDÚ(ÚV@RÚDWODQHDMBHMFÚHSÚÅQRSG@MCÚ

during a Swedish spring in Stockholm.

Such dryness in an almost arctic region seemed incongruous. Indeed, two summers 

ago in August, northern Sweden had experienced the unexpected and unusual phe-

MNLDMNMÚNEÚ@MÚ@QBSHBÚVHKCÅQDÚ3GDÚSDQLÚj@QBSHBÚVHKCÅQDkÚRNTMCDCÚ@KLNRSÚKHJDÚ@MÚNWX-

LNQNMÚ@ÚBNTOKDÚNEÚXD@QRÚ@FN�ÚXDSÚMNVÚHSÚHRÚ@ÚE@LHKH@QÚSDQLÚ(MÚ)TKXÚ�����ÚÅQDRÚROQD@CÚ

easily in the hot, dry weather and raged across Sweden as far north as the Arctic 

Circle, prompting authorities to ask for international assistance. Given the soil, Swe-

den was prone to burn. 

3GDÚRNHKÚHMÚSGHRÚRDBNMCÚOGNSNFQ@OGÚ�ÅFÚ�	ÚKNNJRÚLNQDÚKHJDÚSG@SÚVGHBGÚTRDCÚSNÚBNUDQÚ

my hometown in Central Italy, midway between Rome and Naples, not too far from 

Figure 2
‘Aziziya, Libya, 1940 

(Source: National Institute 
of Social Security, Rome, 

Italy)
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the coast. In this photograph, I can 

D@RHKXÚRDDÚLXRDKEÚ@SÚSGDÚ@FDÚNEÚÅUDÚNQÚ

six, wearing green rubber boots and 

messing around with plants and tools 

in my grandparents’ orchard. I can 

still feel the texture of the soil under 

and around my shoes—consistent but 

soft—and I can still see the footprints 

of my boots on the ground, the tiny 

little squares arranged in semicircles. 

Wet, if not soaked, quite dark and 

heavy, with insects and worms inhab-

iting it—I had walked on soil like this 

before. 

As in the photograph, the earth of my 

childhood ran like waves, with the 

highest crests rich in vegetation and 

the lowest ones a balance of bare soil 

and water. Much of my hometown is actually located below sea level, as it is near the 

coast, with a lake and a system of channels connecting it to the sea. Our relationship 

with this mesh of soil and water has always been one of both confrontation and coop-

eration, always boasting high fertility.

Once again, I was in the archives with many photographs of soils just waiting to be 

read. I felt like I was wrapped in volatile sand, and I could feel my shoes sinking 

ADKNVÚ EQHB@iRÚRTQE@BDÚ.MBDÚ@F@HM�ÚL@SDQH@KHSXÚ@MCÚRDMRNQXÚQDÆDBSHNMRÚVDQDÚSGDÚLHC-

dle ground on which my academic persona met the everyday person, and where my 

research met my inner-self to make this far-away-in-time-and-space story somehow 

meaningful. It was here, as my work and personal life crossed paths, that the experi-

ence of historical displacement and the recovery of my childhood memories carried 

along with them the juxtaposition of the two images that would reveal a startling, 

human-made transformation. I could visualize the trajectory of the fascist colonial 

scheme: from an arid, light-brown, and sandy soil to one that is wet, almost black, and 

rich in decaying organic matter.

Figure 3
‘Aziziya, Libya, 1940 
(Source: National Institute 
of Social Security, Rome, 
Italy)
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During the early 1920s, the coastal regions of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica (part of modern-

day Libya) were deemed to be “a vast sandy box.” Yet its remote past speaks of a hidden 

and forgotten fertility, which can be uncovered in the myths of Libya as one of the rich-

DRSÚ1NL@MÚOQNUHMBDRÚ'@UHMFÚÅQRSÚSQ@RGDCÚSGDÚOK@BD�ÚSGDÚ1NL@MRÚDUDMST@KKXÚE@MBHDCÚHSÚ

for themselves; a new city was built over the ruins of Carthage, and Tunisia became the 

granary of the Roman Empire. It was this past that the Fascists wanted to resurrect. They 

envisioned a green colony, and in order to achieve it invested huge amounts of capital, 

OQNLNSHMFÚRBHDMSHÅBÚ@MCÚSDBGMNKNFHB@KÚHMMNU@SHNM�ÚVGHBGÚ@KRNÚHMUNKUDCÚSGDÚLNUDLDMSÚNEÚ

Italian fascists to Libya, displacing Libyans from the most fertile areas.

3GDÚRNHKÚHMÚÅFTQDÚ�ÚONRDRÚSGDÚPTDRSHNM�Ú"NTKCÚ@ÚE@RBHRSÚHL@FHMDÚ@ÚADSSDQÚOK@BDÚSNÚBNM-

duct a radical socio-ecological experiment than a country that is 95 percent arid and 

infertile and populated by Berber and Arab nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes? The 

RNHKÚHMÚÅFTQDÚ�ÚRTFFDRSRÚSG@S�ÚUDQXÚKHJDKX�ÚSGDÚ@MRVDQÚHRÚMN�Ú@MCÚSG@SÚSGDÚ+HAX@MÚDWOD-

rience both featured and shaped the fascist regime. Libyan soils started to produce 

fruits and fascists that sustained one another. The North African landscape offered 

the regime an extreme environment in which equally extreme—even heroic—ges-

tures could be performed, an alien territory to be tamed, appropriated, and radically 

transformed. Fascist soils, fascist plants, and fascist Libyans—that is what these pho-

tographs portray.
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